Neurophysiological reactivity before a migraine attack.
Migraine patients are characterized by increased amplitudes and reduced habituation of the contingent negative variation (CNV) response, especially before a migraine attack. As shown previously, migraine provoking and precipitating agents can cause CNV abnormalities. However, it is unclear whether the temporal relation to the migraine attack determines how the brain reacts to a migraine precipitant. In this study, experimentally-induced achievement stress, one of the typical precipitants for migraine, was examined for its effects upon the CNV response. CNV was recorded during conditions of rest and stress, both before and after a migraine attack, as well as during a headache-free interval. The neurophysiological reactivity to stress in migraineurs was compared with those of healthy subjects. Before a migraine attack, migraine patients demonstrated significantly more pronounced neurophysiological reactivity to stress: the amplitude of the early CNV component was more increased and its habituation was more reduced in the stress condition, especially 1-3 days before an attack compared with changes of CNV amplitudes and habituation under stress obtained after an attack, during the headache-free interval, or in healthy controls. The study demonstrates that the brain of migraine patients is characterized by increased susceptibility to migraine provoking agents before an actual attack.